A check for eight hundred dollars, the remainder of his fund, was sent to New York to add to the American fund for the rebuilding of the Stratford Theatre. The expenses of the production were heavy, and Barnsalliwes was in a perilous position. But those who were willing to pay the larger ticket prices were not slow to show their enthusiasm, and this enabled the company to proceed with the production.

Barnsalliwes is going back to an old custom of the early days of the theatre and planning to do the spring and summer shows over the next several years. This spring there will be a class competition play in place of individual shows, and if the companies do well and produce a one-act play the last part of April. A set of rules governing the competition will be made at that time. The four plays will be given in consecutive weeks.

Every year Barnsalliwes holds an original play competition, which is given in late March or early April. Plays will be chosen by one of the plays and so well that in each year one of your friends, to Operetta try-outs!

Mr. Loomis Tells Breton Influence in Arthur Story

At plastic surgery program meeting, Saturday night, Mr. Loomis spoke on Breton's Arthur story. He told of an incident of an old woman in Carnarvon, in Brittany, who lived in many languages and could do something for her history, had stopped when the story had ended from England after the Second World War and had come to Brittany bringing Breton stories and culture to the former state. In the twentieth century, Geoffrey of Monmouth calls him to get material for his Arthur stories from an old Breton book. These Breton stories often counter the Celts in Wales, Cornwall, Ireland and Brittany. There is the story of 'Kilius', the son of King of Asturias, who is a giant, was not able to defeat a dragon, and was killed by an elephant. He is a story of Arthur's stories from Brittany, a forest of stories from that time.

Chinese Professor to Give Course in Oriental History

For the first time in the history of Wellesley, one of the large and highly-ranked colleges in the United States, a Chinese professor will be given a course in Oriental history. Mr. Shuming M. T. Lo, who is a prominent connected with Harvard, is the first in a series of Chinese professors to be given courses in the college. His course will cover 213, next semester, a course dealing with the history of China and its history of the Far East in the twentieth century, with special emphasis on China and Japan. Mr. Lo is interested in Chinese national affairs, having been one of the speakers at the World Student Federation International Conference. It seems particularly appropriate that this course should be given by one of the Chinese intellectuals, who has lived in this country long enough to be thoroughly acquainted with the language and affairs, and who has continued to keep in close touch with his native land.

DURING MID-YEARS

Mr. Thompson

Short Organ Recital

After Chapel Earl Mowatt.

The program was presented in the chapel vestibule.

COMING EVENTS

The program at the Monday at 1:40 on February 13th will be given by Dr. M. Jeanne of Athens. The program will be a recital of a selection from the Greek music, and he will speak on the history of the music of Greece. The program will be given at 1:40 and will last until 2:40, and will be given in the school auditorium.

Dr. M. Jeanne of Athens has a long career in teaching and research, and is the author of several books on Greek music. He has been a visiting professor at several universities, including Harvard, and has given numerous recitals and lectures on the history of Greek music. He is a well-respected authority on the subject, and his recital will be an excellent opportunity to learn more about the music of Greece.

Dr. M. Jeanne of Athens is scheduled to speak at 1:40 on February 13th. The program will be given in the school auditorium. The recital will feature selections from the Greek music, and Dr. M. Jeanne will speak on the history of the music of Greece. This program is designed to provide an in-depth understanding of the music of Greece, and will be a valuable opportunity for students and faculty alike to learn more about this important aspect of world music.

The program will be given at 1:40 and will last until 2:40, and will be given in the school auditorium. The recital will feature selections from the Greek music, and Dr. M. Jeanne will speak on the history of the music of Greece. This program is designed to provide an in-depth understanding of the music of Greece, and will be a valuable opportunity for students and faculty alike to learn more about this important aspect of world music.
Hughes effects compromise
In Pan-American conference

By a clever strategy of Charles E. Hughes, a compromise was effected on Friday, January 28, at the meeting of the Appointed Committee of the Pan-American Conference, which will result in the future in each nation of the Pan-American organization, in the right to choose whether it shall be represented in the new Pan-American Union by the head of its diplomatic mission to the United States or to the Pan-American Union.

Mr. Hughes' strategy brought about a compromise on a point of principle, and is as follows: An amendment was introduced by the United States Secretary of State, Mr. Root, to the effect that ambassadors and ministers elected by the Pan-American Congress, which Congress is to be the Congress of the Pan-American Union, shall have the right to represent their governments in the Union, and the right to be present at the meetings of the Union.

The desire of the meeting in general, to secure a settlement, was not to be delayed. The atmosphere of the Pan-American Union, as Judge Drexel of the Mexican Supreme Court styled it in his speech delivered before the Congress of the United States, to be the atmosphere of the Union. The way to accomplish that result, in Mr. Hughes' opinion, is to keep everything in the Union as it is, and not to admit new elements.

The compromise finally accepted was prepared by the Peruvian delegation and approved by Mr. Hughes. When, however, it was brought to the vote and passed by those who had been present, it was found that the Peruvian delegation, by Mr. Hughes saw his opportunity and tactfully insisted that it would be only courteous to accept Mr. Hughes' plan with the Peruvian qualification.

Incidentally, the presence of Mr. Hayes at Washington is to perform the organization of the Pan-American Union.

YOUTH IN GERMANY AND CHINA ATTACK PROBLEMS

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

There was a ready place in the movement for the boy or girl who was "under fire" in school, in the church, in the home. There was a ready place for a long time strictly opposed to those who based the Peruvian qualification, Mr. Hughes saw his opportunity and tactfully insisted that it would be only courteous to accept Mr. Hughes' plan with the Peruvian qualification.

Incidentally, the presence of Mr. Hayes at Washington is to perform the organization of the Pan-American Union.

EXTRAORDINARY SALE OF RENAUD'S IMPORTED PERFUMES $1.65

In cat crystal bottles which retail regularly at $1.50

THE FACTS: This bottle, containing about seven- eighths of an ounce, is sufficiently filled at $1.50 or $1.75, depending upon the order of supply, and 28 cents, was one of the most used bottles of the French perfume. Some of their perfumes sold as high as $1.50 and $2.00, and we have yet to see a better deal than this offer.

THE REASON: This perfume was purchased at a great concession because a customer of the Renaud Company was unable to take a large shipment of one color, and although attractively boxed, it is not boxed as its regular packing.

Lubantia—Cour De Russie—Jardins Celestes
Fleur de Grasse—Bouquet
10% reduction on present reduced price on any fur coat in stock

Dr. STANLEY E. NALL DENTIST
Waban, Mass Wellesley Sq. Wellesley 1677

Dr. Dwight R. Clement Dentist
MISS MARGUERITE RUTHE DENTAL HYGIENIST
12 ABBOTT STREET
Wellesley, Mass. Tel. 1815-1-M

PLEASANT ROOMS available for Guests
MRS. JOHN MILNE
12 ABBOTT STREET
Wellesley, Mass. Tel. 1815-1-M

One simply never has too many pairs of lovely silk stockings. That's why very few girls keep fewer than two for the fall, and why the sale is expected to be good.

THE NORFOLK SHOPPE
Wellesley Arcade

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Artistically done at the NICHOLAS STUDIO
with reasonable prices.

The Argus

The building stage was reached in the nineteenth century. Based mainly on political considerations, this movement was characterized by increased seditions for the nation and the reform of the Indian. The great Sultán Yal al-Im in demonstrated in December, the rights of the people, and began in

The London shows great respect at Miss Calkins' lectures

In connection with the lectures given at the University of London by Professor Mary Whelan Calkins of Wellesley College, the following comment, made by an American now in London, and contained in a letter received by a member of the faculty of Wellesley College, will be of interest to the readers of THE NEWS.

"I had the great pleasure of hearing Professor Calkins' profound lecture at the University of London. I relished at seeing an attitude almost of reverence toward her. It was particularly gratifying to see this attitude taken toward an American and an American woman at that."

It may be added that Professor Calkins had also the great distinction of giving an address before the British Psychological Association.

MISS Loomis tells of Brenton influence in Arthur story

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

It was from Britain that Tintam was chosen by the princes, and, there being no opposition, was appointed to the post. It is in Britain that he is to die; here lands land last but after his death and here she dies."

AND MME. DUPUY OFFER EVENING OF FRENCH SONGS

(Continued from Page 1, Column 4)

II. Chanson du XVIII-th siècle.
1. Flotel d'amour (Plomer).
2. Doux éléments, beaux материалов.

NEWSPRINT, a product of Superior Papers.

In Est., a print shop for the day...
On Jan. 25 and 27, Professor Gamble gave the second and third of the scheduled lectures on Mental Hygiene, in which she discussed definitions having to do with the subject, our great behavioral trends, mental conflict, and repression. Miss Gamble encouraged her listeners by assuring them that very few college people become insane.

There are four trends to be noticed in people. There is the trend to keep society together, which is evolved by parental teaching, and generation feelings. The trend to disrupt society has its visible signs anger, disgust, and fear. Currently and the trend about the trend upon which civilization, which is seen as a trend as a whole toward domination are the trends that help keep the self.

A mental conflict Professor Gamble defined as collision between two major influences, one being desired by the individual and the other by society. An often-seen example of this conflict is the feeling that accompanies a parent child in family and freedom. In connection with this, Miss Gamble said that children should be made to know when they are young, but that a certain amount of freedom is given, especially among young people, and increased thereafter. It is the conflict between a strong desire and reality that often produces the psychological instability.

There are two ways to escape mental conflict. The rational way involves a justification for the desire or the acceptance of only part of the idea involved. Then there is the irrational way of the child through self-denying as reality. To do this one may take to drink or drugs, or one may become gay, and sexual liberation or any other outcome. The latter way is often dangerous, for it interferes with one's work. The same social problem is involved in the conflict with society, and may lead to delinquent persons, the kind of situation between the real and unreal.

Repression may cause explosion. Repression is the keeping of things out of the mind may cause one of four things. One may feel depressed. The results of a sudden outburst are often very unpleasant, and at that time a person may resort to an explosive way. Another of the symptoms does not mean because the repressed feelings will slowly rise to the surface and erupt or tered from under such circumstances. These things are repressed, will turn into different channels. People who have a desire for attention may obtain sympathy by becoming ill. At other times repression causes overcompensation, a girl naturally has to force herself to appear either bold or submissive. Or again, the repression of some situation may cause the subject slight or disgust or may evidence itself in the recurrence of the emotional state that the subject in during that situation without any memory of the situation. Hence the subject has an unconscious reaction toward certain situations which through some similarity of circumstances recall the former emotional state.

There are girls in college who need mental help, and these can be helped somewhat by their friends.

ALIANCE FRANCAISE GIVES MOLIERE COMEDY AT MEETING

Members of the Alliance Frangaise presented a comedy by Moliere, Le Procureur Grisou at a meeting which was held, January 27, in A. K. X. Members of the end were: Le Vice-President, Betty Farm; President, Betty Huntson; Second Secretary, Lesley Noden; Mary Ann Miller, Treasurer, \{Jeanne, Dorothy, and Mrs. Garfield.\}

ROSS PDYMCHER:

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

The World Conference on Faith and Order, held on foreign shores, was sponsored by J. F. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and was provided over by Bishop Brest of New York. In educational contacts we can boast 150 teachers at Leuven and many groups annually in European universities. It was John D. Rockefeller, Jr. again, who gave the $20,000 for the League Library of International Research.

In cultural interests Mr. Sears covered the extremely powerful American delegation which took such an active part in the Peace conference held by the League of Nations. Politically we must not over-the-senate and House representatives to the Inter-Parliamentary Union. The Armament Conference was proposed by the United States. Our interest in this above all subjects, cannot be isolated.

U.S. FINANCIALLY INVOLVED

In the Economic Conference our delegates were present, and served as a very explicit symbol of what the rest of the world finds so amazing, namely the spectacle of a vast standard market, 3,000 miles by 1,500 miles, based on less production, agriculture and national administration and quantity manufacture. Our loans to Poland, Prussia and others have financially involved the U.S. with Europe, and business transactions have been made into which foreign powers that no one can doubt are highly beneficial to all concerned.

Most interesting of all, the article explains, is the fact of our participation in the World Population Conference which tried to solve the vast immigration problem in studying cause and effect of over-development of land. Thus, far from being isolated, Miiierer contends that we are daily becoming more closely knit with our across-the-ironolecules. And small and Harvard Conferences in the contrary, are becoming, and our cultural interests East, not South. It is for us to hold this part of isolation, "wax up" and collaborate.

EXAM TIME CHEER

With flowers always in your room you'll always have your cheery, lovely presence to help you review your notes.

We have some lovely spring mixtures on hand now.

They're nice to go to Simp- tude, too.

The Florist

Tel. Well. 0709

55 Central Street

COLLEGE NOTES

It may be of interest to Wellesley students who have heard Dr. Mather speak here to know that he is planning a geological trip to Europe this sum- mer. In connection with the Harvard Summer school courses.

Miss Wy, the President-elect of Con- gress of Catholic China, has been visiting Wellesley. She stayed at Tower Court.

On Monday evening, January 22, the Braynard Club entertained a crowd at the famous bistro on the coast of Spain, for the grade one class. Senoritas Amalia Mejia just attended, mentioning particularly the important buildings of Madrid, the beautiful cathedrals of Leon, Burgos, Seville, Cordova and the historic ruins left by the invasions of the Romans and the Moors.

Mathematics Club

The Mathematics Club held a meeting at Agora on Friday evening, Jan- uary 27, at seven-thirty. Professor Raymond C. Morley of Wellesley Polytech- nic Institute, gave a very interesting talk about Linkages.

Linkages are strips pivoted in such a way that they can be made to have various curves. Professor Morley drew some delightful figures illustrating two methods of obtaining a straight line, and the methods of producing true curves, cusps and double cusps.

After his talk, Mr. Morley permitted the members of the club to play with the instructive "mathematical toys."

Engaged

Evan S. Gough, Jr., has announced his engagement to Roland Roger, Jr., P. I. 21. The third son of Mr. and Mrs. B. B., is a student at Princeton University. The marriage will take place in the spring.

Married

Monday night, January 2, Theadora Noble, '28, announced her marriage to Theodore apple, Jr., P. H. 28. The marriage took place April 15, at Wees- sington, N. Y. They are now living in New York, the night of the announce- ment, two of the girls in Brew went with the bride and a bridal bouquet.

WEEK OF PRAYER

February 27 to March 2

Dr. William D. Lamkin, Luther College, Dubuque, Iowa, (Watch for further notices in the NEW.)

Exam Time Cheer

With flowers always in your room you'll always have your cheery, lovely presence to help you review your notes.

We have some lovely spring mixtures on hand now.

They're nice to go to Simp- tude, too.

OFFICE OF THE FLORIST

Tel. Well. 0709

55 Central Street

The fashion ways of the

SCARF

when it winds bananana-ate on the head

when it knits greeny/sally at shoulders, right or left

when a cemetery holds Quaker-ate of bottole

when it knits at the back wargin of cap and wind at V-neckline

SALTZLERY NEWS

- in any clever way and a individuality device

*Sheer* tweed—too light and delicate for souvenir even during class hours! Too small to not be sufficient for wear in towns that first spring day! A delightful, ready-to-wear, frank, that's tailored. A princed pin is smart and accents the tailored emphasis of self fabric appliques. 16.50.

Other tailored sports models: neutral prints; blue ensembles. 15.00 to 15.95.

SLATTERY WELLESLEY SHOP

10-12 CHURCH STREET

BROOKLINE

Wellesley Guest House

9 Abbott Street, Wellesley

Telephone: Wellesley 1986

Mrs. Mary D. Hughes, Hostess

FOR YOUR OVERNIGHT AND WEEK-END GUESTS


XAYS

Le Blanc Colonial Building Wel. 108-W

The largest selection quality pencil in the world

S P O R T S C L O T H E S

Wellesley girls will prove infinitely more fascinating if harmonized at Jag, Dors are all priced most moderately!

Skates

Hockey Sticks

Pucks

H. L. FLAGG CO.
The Editors

We welcome you to our latest issue of the WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS. In this edition, we feature articles on a variety of topics, including college government, student activism, and academic life on campus. We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed creating it. As always, we welcome your feedback and suggestions for future issues.

Yours sincerely,
The Editors
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Fashion & the bag of tricks
Bags that go tea-dancing—
Bags that hold a world of "treasures"

Wee bags for evening
Dapper bags for daytime
Bags of pigskin
Bags of washable kid
Bags of new fabrics
But absolutely no "mere" bags

Street Floors, Main Store and Annex
Jordan Marsh Company

To
EUROPE
TOURIST CABIN
and no class distinction

Famous manufacturers, Hyundai, Winfield and Dehanni are found at our own toasting tables. No other passengers carried. Sailings throughout the year.

Eats, $97.50 (up) one way
$172.50 (up) round trip
ATLANTIC EXPRESS
LEIDEN—RED STAR LINE
International Mercantile Marine Company

DIVERSION FOR MID-YEARS!
My Friends and Drinkers
Cheer! I've Got Your Number
Mind Your Ps and Qs

MORRISON GIFT SHOP
24 Grove St.
Orders Taken for Prom Favors

Important News to College Students

RELIABLE TAILORING CO.
25 CENTRAL ST., WELLESLEY

THE ORIOLE
Excellent fare
Good service
Charming surroundings
Washington Street

"The Cellar"
Park Manor
Babson Park
"College Special" Dinner $1.50
Choice of Large Joky Tenderloin Steak, Delicious Broiled
Alk. Fed Chicken, or Large Broiled Lamb Chop.

Served Daily Except Sundays from 6 to 7:10 P.M.
(Note: A Special Private Lunch will be sent for parties of 10 or more, at an extra charge of 25c per person each.)